Delayed reverberation through time windows as a key to cerebellar function.
We present a functional model of the cerebellum comprising cerebellar cortex, inferior olive, deep cerebellar nuclei, and brain stem nuclei. The discerning feature of the model being time coding, we consistently describe the system in terms of postsynaptic potentials, synchronous action potentials, and propagation delays. We show by means of detailed single-neuron modeling that (i) Golgi cells can fulfill a gating task in that they form short and well-defined time windows within which granule cells can reach firing threshold, thus organizing neuronal activity in discrete 'time slices', and that (ii) rebound firing in cerebellar nuclei cells is a robust mechanism leading to a delayed reverberation of Purkinje cell activity through cerebellar-reticular projections back to the cerebellar cortex. Computer simulations of the whole cerebellar network consisting of several thousand neurons reveal that reverberation in conjunction with long-term plasticity at the parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapses enables the system to learn, store, and recall spatio-temporal patterns of neuronal activity. Climbing fiber spikes act both as a synchronization and as a teacher signal, not as an error signal. They are due to intrinsic oscillatory properties of inferior olivary neurons and to delayed reverberation within the network. In addition to clear experimental predictions the present theory sheds new light on a number of experimental observation such as the synchronicity of climbing fiber spikes and provides a novel explanation of how the cerebellum solves timing tasks on a time scale of several hundreds of milliseconds.